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The Right to Education
Every children practice different rights. The
right of education is a basic human right that
everyone should have. Free education is
provided by our government at different
levels to achieve education for all. Education
should be affordable to all, with proper
facilities, textbooks and supplies provided to
students at no additional costs. Our
government also provides free and
compulsory primary and secondary education
accessible to all. Free higher education usually
comes to students in the form of scholarships
and grants. Alternative Learning System (ALS)
program shall be intensified for individuals
who have not completed primary education.

The right of education is fundamental human
right but many children and adults deprived
of educational rights, which result of poverty.
Because of poverty, some parents are held
responsible for not sending their children to
school. On the other hand, many successful
individual came from the poor family.
Hardship inspires them to dream big and
strive to reach that point. Poverty serves as
challenge to them to overcome and to have a
successful life.

Education can help us to be a knowledgeable
one. Through that knowledge we should find
wisdom to be a better person. Our parents
are the one who will motivate our children to
study and dream. Government, Civil Society,
NGO’s, parents, school personnel, and media
must work together to help every child to
realize their right to education.

What does the right to
education entail?

· Primary education that is free,
compulsory and universal

· Secondary education, including technical
and vocational, that is generally
available, accessible to all and
progressively free

· Higher education, accessible to all on the
basis of individual capacity and
progressively free

· Fundamental education for individuals
who have not completed education

· Professional training opportunities
· Equal quality of education through

minimum standards
· Quality teaching and supplies for

teachers
· Adequate fellowship system and material

condition for teaching staff
· Freedom of choice
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Everyone can go to school,
can`t they?
All in all, most of us agree that the right to
education is an obvious every human`s right.
As we live in certain circumstances, we may
consider that every child, every teenager in
the world goes to school on the daily basis, as
we do. School is an important part of our life
and it is the first step that builds a foundation
of academic knowledge in our minds. Not only
it is a temple of science where teachers
provide us with the basics of necessary
information, it is also a place where we can
make friends. Only there we meet our
contemporaries and communicate with them.
Unfortunately, not all children are as lucky as
we are. Here are some statistics:

·

· 262 million primary and secondary age
children and youth are out of school

· Less than 1 in 5 countries legally guarantee
12 years of free and compulsory education

· 1 child out of 11 does not go to primary
school

· 1 adolescents out of 5 is left out of a
secondary education

· More and 1 in 2 children of primary school
age did not reach the minimum proficiency
level in reading quality standards
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How does UNESCO work
to ensure the   right to
education?
UNESCO develops, monitors and
promotes education norms and standards
to guarantee the right to education at
country level and advance the aims of the
Education 2030 Agenda. It works to
ensure States' legal obligations are
reflected in national legal frameworks and
translated into concrete policies. It does
this by:

·   Supporting States to establish solid
national frameworks creating the legal
foundation and conditions for
sustainable quality education for all

· Advocating on the right to education
principles and legal obligations through
research and studies on key issues

· Maintaining a global observatory on the
right to education

· Enhancing capacities, reporting
mechanisms and awareness on key
challenges

· Developing partnerships and networks
around key issues

So what can we do to help
children all over the world
get qualitative and free
education?

From 15 October to 18 December 2018,
UNESCO is running a digital campaign on
the #RightToEducation to mark the 70th
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. We can help spreading this
idea. All you really need to do is

-Paint eyes of kids and write some words in
the picture, which prove the idea that
everyone has the right to education

-Post the picture in any social network you
use with following hashtags: @UNESCO
#RightToEducation и #ASPnet
#UNESCOASPnet #Ассоциированные
ШколыЮНЕСКО
#АссоциированныеШколыЮНЕСКОру
лят #ПравоНаОбразование

https://en.unesco.org/themes/right-to-education/database
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